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Abstract: Fora 'belca:nlo' trained singer, 'vibrnto' is defmed as aperiodie variation of the furrdamenmlfrequency ofthe.ungnote,with 
an intensity variation oftbe same period. 'Tremolo' is II variation in the inlonsity only. The locking of vibrato frequencies in wtisan 
wpran(}cnoirshasbeenrepartedandstudied A 1982 reviewartic]e ooilie physics(}fthe singing voice suggcsls that ihe pleasing or les s 
p\easing quality(}fhanrnmy in a vocal duet, for example, depends on whelher or not thevibmtos ofthe.ingers s ynchronise. This does 
not appear to have been investigated. Recordings of Dame Joan Sutherland singing the ''F\mver Duef' fimn the opern Lakme by DeHbes 
with each of 3 different singers were studied. The powerful SpectraPro software was used for analygis. Our results show one singer 
looking in phase with Dame Joan, another locking in antiphase and another exhibiting phase wander. It is quire renllukable tlIat su.ch II 
complicatedly ooupled system shonld behave 60 like ~ classically coupled oscillator system, for which in phase, and out of phase locking 
ispaaible.uitalsophaoowandcr. Psychophysical coupling clearly occurs. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of the acou~tic analysis \VaS t(} demonstrate firstly, 
that in operatic duel singing, the vibratos of the two singers 
C3Il synchronise and secondly, to determine whether or no! 
there was vibrato synchronisation in any of the chosen 
excerpt!! of the "Bower duel" from Lakme by Delibes. This 

aim developed out of expressed interest iu this phenomenon by 
several voice researchers, namely, Troup [I) and Sacerdote [2). 

Previ.onsstudies 

The vibrato patterns of the solo singer have been studied by 
many people in great detail. Seashore [3) defined vibrato and 
tabled average rates and extent!! for famous singers. Choirs 
and larger enseml>les have been examined with Sacerdote [2] 
reporting on the locking of vibrato frequencies in unison 
soprano choirs. It came to our attention that the locking of 
vibrato frequencies in duet singing had not been investigated. 
In a review on the physics of the singing voice published in 
1981 by Troup [I], the following surmise occurs: "It may well 
be that the pleasing or less pleasing quahty of hannony in a 
vocal duet fOO" example, depends on whether or not the vibratos 
of the singers synchronise." 

Why the interest in this topic? 

One of the researchers is a singer and it WW$ her experiencing 
flISt-hand this locking of vibratos that has interested us in this 
particnlar topic. She has performed the duel for mezzo and 
soprano from Lakme, by Delibes several times with at lea!lt 
four different mezzo partners. However, it has only been with 
one ofthe partners that there was an m.ldib1c buzzing each time 
they sang together in certain passages of the duet. They were 
not singing the same pitch but we believed that their vibratos 
were synchronised and that this \VaS crcating the audible buzz. 
This type of vibrato locking in duet singing does not seem to 
occur a great deal but we foel that it is perhaps the key to a 
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successful rendition of a duet with someone. It is tho type of 
connection between two singers that composers probably 
visualise as they write their music but is seldom heard in reality. 

Relevance of tbe study 

The relevance of the results found so far in this study is quite 
considerable, for singers, teachers, directorll, oonductors and 
perhaps even composers. The results of the project may lead us 
to question some of the structures and traditions of vocal 
pedagogy as we know iL A structure which in foousing entirely 
on the solo voice, neglects to develop sensitivity to the different 
requirements of ensemble singing. 

This project prompt!! the following questions. In duet 
singing we wonder how miilly singers coIlSider how their vibrato 
contrasts or matches that of their partner. Do they alter their 
vibrato rate and extent at all, and if they do is this a conscious or 
a subconscious event? Do both singers alter their vibratos in 
order to attempt synchronisation, or only one of the singers? Is 
it accepted that either the higher or the lower voice makes the 
changes or does each singer remain constant? The study 
provides statistics proving that vibrato synchronisation or 
locking does indeed occur in duet singing 

It is also our belief that the synehronisationof the vibratos 
in a duet results in a fusion of the voices that is preferred by 
listeners. Further research is being conducted in order to 
examine the relationship between this synchronisation and 
preference rating of voice specialil;t!!. These result!! will not bc 
discussed in this paper but we can say that results so far indicate 
that this is indeed the case. The implications wiIl be most 
exciting for the opera world in the following ways' 

o performers will have reason to consider their duet partner's 
vibrato rate and extent and will collaborale more often with 
their partner ou phrasing and phasing of their vibrato; 

o vocal pedagogues may consider training their students more 
often with differing partners and assessing aurally and also 
perhaps measuring acoustically how their students 
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synchronise when singing duets; 

• directors will have to consider where they place the 
performers on the stage so thai they can have the belrt 
possible chance of synchronising; 

• conductors will have good reason to mgue with directors over 
the staging ifit interferes with balance and synchronisation 
of the vibratos of the two singers in the duet. 

2. METHODOLOGY 
The procedure was to acoustically analyse the three duets !lIld 
to obtain the exact rate and extent ofthe frequency vibrato of 
each singer. The software used for this analysis was the 
SpectraPro 3.32A, a PC-based system with high-resolution 
FFT signal analysis, editing and playback of the sounds of 
speech and singing. The results were obtained using the 
Spectrograph display window with settings as follows: 
Sampling rate = 22050 Hz; FFT size = 1024; Window = 

Hamming; Averaging = 2. The material analysed consistcd of 
three commercially available CD recordings of Dc1ibes' 
"Flower Duet~ from Lakmc. Details are given in Table 1. The 
singers are all internationally renowned. Joan Sutherland is 
the soprano for each and the three mezzo-sopranos are 
Hugette Tourangeau, Marilyn Home, and Jane Hcrbic. The 
score of the "Flower Duet" was examined and notes of 
crotchet duration or more were chosen for analysis. Ten pairs 
of duet notes in all were selected for analysis mnging from B4 
to F#5 for the soprano and G4 to D#5 for the mezzo-soprano. 

Table I. DetailsofsourccreOOl"dings 

Sutherland - Tourangeau Classic Options C03532 
Sutherland - Home Virgin VVD780 
Sutherland - Berbie Decca 436305-2 

The duet notes thai were selected for analysis were the 
sustained notes of constant frequency, and in some instances 
the passage from one note to another (portamento), in which 
the singers are singing simultaneously. Rates were detennined 
for each singer by selecting a high, clear partial from file 
spectrographic display of the note and plotting the peak and 
trough of each cycle in a graph fonnat in seconds. The 
measurements were graphed using Microsoft Excel graph 
spreadsheets. This provided both the frequency vibrato rate 
and extent for each singer on thesc selected notes. For this 
paper we will concentrate on only onc of the selected pairs of 
duet notes, namely, the pair idcntiftcd as number 9. FOI the 
soprano the note is a dotted crotchet on F#5 using the French 
nasalised vowel [a]. The note for the mezzo-soprano is a 
dotted crotchet on D#5, using the same nasalised vowel [ii]. 
The reason we have chosen this pair of notes is because by 
showing these three examples we can demolllltrate the in
phase lock, antiphase lock and wandering that occurs between 
the vibratos of the two singers in duet. This pair of notes also 
provided the longest time period to observe the vibrato of the 
singers. 

The second part of the acoustic analysis, was the analysis 
of the singers in a solocapacily. At the beginning of the duet 
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both singers sing by themselves. We have analysed the longer 
notes of these solo passages and will be able to compare what 
the singer is doing in duet and solo on the same pitoh and in 
some cases nlso the same vowel. This has proved very useful 
in determining whether the changes in the vibrato rates that 
occur in the duet singing also happen during solo singing or 
whether the changes EIre only affiliated with duet singing. We 
will discuss two of the selected solo notes. The notes are the 
same pitches that the singers sing in the duet notes we have 
analysed for this paper and it is for this reason that we will 
discuss the analysis of them. Because of length limitations we 
aro only able to discuss the solo singing of one of the excerpts, 
namely the Sutherland - Berbie excerpt. The same procedure 
was applied 10 selecting the solo notes of each singer for 
analysis. 

Whilst the research has measured both the frequency and 
extent of lhe singers' vibratos, in this paper we will only be 
discussing the vibrato rates of the singers. The vibrato extents 
shown on the graphs are only approximate. We can say that the 
frequency vibrato extents are still under assessment and will be 
a major part of the study. 

3. RESULTS 
Figure 1 demonstrates clearly the phase wandering pattern. The 
exact time period for tile slIIIg notes is 2.81 seconds for 
Sutherland and for Tourangeau it is 2.84 s<lCOnds. Essentially 
Sutherland is maintaining a vibrato rate between 5.26 and 5.88 
cycles per second. Tourangeau is more erratic and her vibrato 
mle changes from 5.26 to 8.33 cycles pcr second. At the onset 
of the note Tourangeau begins at an averaged 7.87 cycles per 
second she then dramatically drop!! this rate to 6.10 cyclcspcr 
second. At this pointwe see the two singers are in an anti-phase 
motion. The bracket shows this brief moment of anti-phase 
lock. This anti-phase lock is not characteristic for these singers. 
Tn tbe results of the other nine duet notes we see that for the 
tendency for filcse two singers is whatappears to be a slow drift 
in relative vibrato phase. Ihc singers then move through a 
series of motions throughout the relrt of the note, almost in
phase, out of phase and then wandering and never coming back 
into any phasing at all. 

:I~ !::~~ I: ... ",,"'" 
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Figure 1. Pair 9 as sung by Joan Sutherland and Hugette 
Tourangeau 

Figure 2 shows a clear example of anti-phase lock 
occurring. The duration of the notes in this example are 2.74 
seconds for Sutherland and 2.94 se~onds for Home. It takes 
almost 2 seconds for the pattern of anti-phase lock to emerge, 
but once it does the singers remain locked in this anti-phase 
mode until the end of the note which is fOI a further 0.74 
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Om en Figurc4. Note number I all sung by Joan S"therland. 

Figure2. Pair 9 as sung by Joan Su.therJand andMarilyn Home 

seconds. Although the singers' vibrato rates are obviously 
identical when they a.-e in anti-phase lock the cycles are out of 
phase and this will still cause dissonance between the voices 
The exact moment that anti-phase lock occurs is 1.99 seconds 
after Sutherland has begun to sing and 2 seconds after Home 
has begun to sing. This point is at the time 25.65 seconds and 
is indicated by the arrow. We can see in this case that both 
singers change their vibrato rates significantly. If we break 
each of the notes into approximately 3 sections of ahnost 1 
second each, we can see thai this is the case. For the flu! 
second section the soprano is at 4.54 ds, and for the seoond 
she is at 4.5 cIs. For the third second she is at an increase to 
5,)3 ds. For the mezzo-soprano the first second section is at 
5.43 cis, the second section drops to 5.05 cis and the third 
section increases again to match very closely with the 
sopranos third section at 5.31 d~ 

This anti-phase lock was a consistent characteristic for 
these twn singers. In the 10 pain; of notes studied 5 offhem 
exhibit cases of anti-phase lock which the most ~ out of 
the three recordings. 

'=1 'Nv'NNNNNM i=--.:~g 
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Figure 3. Pair9as sunghy Joan Sutherland and Jane Berhie. 

Figure 3 is most significant in that it depicts clearly what 
we recognise as vibrato synchronisation resulting in an in
phasc lock. The two singers are Jooo Sutherland and Jane 
Berbie. The duration of the notes in this excerpt are for the 
soprano 2.79 seconds and for the mezzo-soprano we captured 
3.35 seconds. The perfect lock occurs on this time scale at the 
pomt 11.71 seconds which is 1.11 seconds after the soprano 
has begun her note and 1.59 seconds after the mezzo has 
begun her note. This point is indicated by the two arrows on 
Figure 3. The singers remain 1n a perfect lock fur the rest of 
the duration of the note with only four exceptiollll. The four 
diversions from the perfect lock are only a difference of 0.01 
ofasecond. 

In order to see how this compares to when the singers are 
singing solo we will discuss the solo notes taken from the 
Sutherland - Berbie recording. These notes are the same pitch 
that the singers are singing in the duet notes we have already 
discussed. 
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In Figure 4 we see that in thlS example of solo singing 

Sutherland is singing at a rale of 6.24 cycles per second and at 
thc same pitch in duet her singing was an average of 5.53 cycles 
per second. This demonstrates the theory that singers alter their 

vibrato rates in operatic duet singing in order to synchronise. 
Sutherland uses a slower vibrato rate when she is singing in 

duet. The same pattern is evident for Berbie. Figure 5 
dcmonstratesthis. 

i!l~ EB 
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Figurc5.N1lte 14"" 5uog byJiIlle Bernie 

When Berbie sings at this pitch in solo her vibrato rate is an 

averab'C of 6.54 cycles per second compared to an average of 
5.35 cyclcs per second when she is singing at the same pitch in 
duet. The results of the full research indicate that this pattern 

is the same for the other singers. 

4_ INTENSITY CHANGE IN VIBRATO LOCK 
The phase of intensity change with respect to frequency vibrato 
in the vibrato of individual singers has been extensively 
studied: a good summary of the literature and the findings is 

given by Horii [5]. There are singcrs with in-phase, others with 
antiphase intensity change with respect to frequency change, 
and still others with little or no intensity change. Horii explains 

this by considering what occurs to the fundamental and each 
harmonic when they interact with the vocal tract resonances 
(formants). Ahannonic undergoing frequency vibrato will give 

rise to an in-phase intensity vibrato if the harmonic frequency 
is below the formant reSOl1lUlt frequency, and an antiphase 
intensity variation if the hannonic frequency is above the 
fonnant resonant frequency. At the resonant :frequency there 

will be little or no intensity change at the vibrato frequency, but 
a sma11 intensity change at the second harmonic thereof. 

Examples of this behaviour are given in Horii [5]. We have also 
observed in-phase and antiphase intensity change for various 
harmonics of the different singers studied. The intensity is 

shown in the Spectra-Pro presentation of spectra by either a 
grcy scale, or a colour scale. It was found that the colour scale 
was preferable. In Figure 6 is shown an ClUIIIlple of in-phase 

vibrato lock by Sutherland and Home, in which one singer has 
an in-phase intensity change for a particular harmonic, and the 
other, an antiphase intensity change. 
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,Io ... ;ng the vib'd(U "'dte when singing in dueT is evideHl in tills 
recording. SOlherland'" ove"'dn duet note vibrato rate is again 
significantly slower than her overall soia note vibrato rate 

''' I T"ru",," "hibi" ,he ""d i, ,illy 3 ,r." 7 p,,", of",,, ·· i cmnpared. In fact Tourangeau is quite significantly faster in ;:::r. .t ......... .»/'.'1;~·h~~ 

'!IIII.. • 
::i ;~e~:~~/er T(~~:t i~o:~: t~~~erfo:ol:hen~:~k o!f ~:_::~: 

synchronisation within this excerpt. Further evidence that 
supports thi:; statement is the fact mat in the duct notes number 
3 and number 9 of the Sutherland - Tourangeau recording mere 

:: 

S. CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusions that we can draw from these results at this 
point are as follows. The aim of the paper '''.IS to dem()n~tmte 
(hat locking of vibrato frequencies in duet ,inging can occur 
and to determine whether or not there was vibrato 
synchronisation in the chosen excerpts of the "Flower duet" 
from Lakme. This has been done. We have shown that the 
vibrato patterns of duet singers behavcquite remarkably likc a 
classically coupled oscillator system, for which in-phase, out 
of phase and aho phase wander are possible. \Ve C;in conclude 
that in one of the excerpts we have shown today that there is 
in-phase vibrato synchroni>l!tion. Results of the full acousTic 
analysis indicaTe that This exact synchronisation is a rare event 
and more common is pha:;e "'dnder and to a lesser extent anti
phase locking. Hol'o'Cvcr the results not yet published do reveal 
that this one case is not isolated and particularly in the 
Sutherland and Berbie recording there are ,everal more eases 
ofvibrdtO in-phase locking which prove tha t this was noT a one 
offcvent. 

A few of the questions 'dised in the relevancc of the study 
can he aMwered. It i, possible to say that in duct, singers do 
alter their vibrato rates, 1be results of the three e:wmples 
described here show that a pattern has emerged. Results 
obtained by comparing nOles of the >arne frequency from duet 
and solo nOles analysed are further support to this hypothesis. 
Berbie and Sutherland significantly sl{)\!,' down their vibrato 
rates when singing in duet. The comparisonofthc 15 pair, of 
notes that are the >arnc fre<.juency in solo and in dUCI show Ihat 
in 13 oflhe cases this occurred. The ovcrallmcan rates forthe 
singers in solo, and duct are sbow~ in Table 2, indicating that 
throughout the entire excerpt the trend i,thc same. 

Tabte 2. O .. erall m"aD vibt-~to nues for soto and dud ,i~ing -
1%8 recording 

STNGER Solo Singing Duet Singing 

Sutherland - 1968 6.38d5 5.610/$ 

Berbic 6.24ds 5,5ds 

in the Slltherlandflourangeau recording we find that "rthe 
of solo and duet note, compared in Suthcrland'~ 

7 of the cases demonstrate thm the trend towards 
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is in-phase vibrato synchronisation a~d it is in duct notes 3 and 
9 that Tounlllgeau has slowed her duet vibrato rate to less than 
her solo vibrdro rate on the sume note. Table 3 indicates that 
Tounlngeau\ llVe'dll duet vibr.tto rate is only marginally slov.-'Cr 
than her overall so lo note vibrato rate, 1n sununary it plausible 
that the lack of in-phase vibr.tto synchronisation within the 
Sutherland _ Tourangeau recording is likely to have been 
eau",d by Tourangeau not slowing down her duet vibrato rate. 

Tubtc3 . Ovcrull rnearl vibmlom(e,forsoioooo duet singing -
1976rccorUiog 

SINGER 

Sutherland -1976 

Tourangeau 

Solo Singing 

6,I()c/s 

6.85c1s 

Duet Singing 

5.78eis 

6.75c1s 

Tn the Sutherland- Hornerecordillg in all of the 15 pairs of 
note, compared, the duet notes hw:e a slower vibrato rate than 
the solo notes of the same frequency. Both singers have (J\lerall 
duet notc vib'd(n rate~ ~ Iower than their overall solo note ratcs 
and this is shown in Table 4 

This recording had the most example' ohibrato locking (8) 
occurring between the 10 doct note, that were analysed. Only 
3 of the notes exhibited in-pha", vibmlO locking, the other 5 
were examples of anti-phase locking. Thi~ demonstrates that 
the vibm(o rate is only part of the equation when it comes to 
achieving in-phase vibrato lock. Even though these two singers 
w",re ahl~ to lock together their vibrate pulse 'dte5, the majority 
"I' examples ,how an anti-phase locking. h still demonst'-dtes 
that when singers slow their vihmto Tates in duet tbe are more 
likely to achievo vibrato synchronisation. 

Thble4. O,'cratt""-,alJ ,ibralO raw, for solo.nd ducl,inging
(986rccnrrling 

SINGER 

Sutherland -1986 

Home 

Solo Singing 

5.85c/s 

6.07ds 

Duet Singing 

5.29cfs 

5.8()C/s 

In regard to which voice is 1l'5ponsible for the lock we cao 
say the following. In the flfSt example it was (he mezzo
soprano who altered her vibrato rate significantly. In the 
second example both of the singers had fluctuating vihmto rates 
and in the last example it is again the mezzo-sop'dn" who alters 
her vibrato rate, this time with good re,ult as the singers find 
perfect vibrato synchronisation. Overall results of analysis of 
the duct notes from all thrcerecordings indicate that it is the 
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mezzo voice that consistently seems to be responsible for the 
significant changes in rate which Te>ult in an in-phase 
synchronisation. 

The three examples shown in this paper indicate that in 
onler for singors to lkmnnstl1He vibrato in-pha~~ lock two 

things must happcn: 

• the ratcs of villr,i1o in cycles pCT S<:<,:ond of the two singers 
nccd to be thc same; and 

• the phases of the cycle> of th~ two ,ingeT'; noxds to be 
synchronis~d 

This rais~s the qucstion of whether singers in a duct can 
hear if tllC)-' are out of phase with their parmer and if so 
whether they can alter the cycles per second in order to 
synchronise the cycl~ phase. Research puhlished by Coleman 
L4J has concluded that whcm singing a sustained note in 
unison, two singers singing a duet adjusted their frequency 
modulation extent to less than 50~," of that u.wd in solo 
singing, presumably to "blend" into one tOIlC. It is this 
conclusion that lead us to believe t!>at singers ",uuld cert.1inly 
do the >ame with thcirvibrato frequcIIL-y Tate in order "blend" 
or synchronisc their cycles. Thc results indicate agreement 
with this hypothesis. When singing in duet as opposed to solo 
singing, the singers used in this research reduced thei r vibrato 
rate cycles per second. We believe that this ... -as in order to 
synchrouise with their singing partner. 
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